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Sobre los perfectos con HABER en griego Post-clásico  
y Bizantino temprano
In this article, I analyze the use and development 
of periphrastic perfect constructions with the An-
cient Greek verb «have» (ἔχω) in Post-classical 
and Early Byzantine Greek. To be more specific, 
I discuss the following four constructions: (a) ἔχω 
with active/middle aorist participle (anterior); 
(b) ἔχω with passive perfect participle (resulta-
tive); (c) ἔχω with passive aorist or present parti-
ciple (resultative) and (d) ἔχω with active/middle 
aorist or present participle and a temporal adjunct 
(anterior). My analysis is based on a register-
balanced corpus of texts, whereby I distinguish 
between works of a «low», «middle» and «high» 
register. 
Key words: Ancient Greek; perfect; periphrasis; 
diachrony; register.
En este artículo analizo el uso y desarrollo de 
las construcciones perifrásticas de perfecto con 
el verbo ἔχω en el griego post-clásico y el bi-
zantino temprano. Concretamente, examino las 
cuatro construcciones siguientes: (a) ἔχω con el 
participio aoristo activo/medio (anterior); (b) ἔχω 
con el participio de perfecto pasivo (resultativo); 
(c) ἔχω con el participio aoristo o presente pasivo 
(resultativo) y (d) ἔχω con el participio aoristo 
o presente activo/medio y complemento tempo-
ral (anterior). Mi análisis se basa en un corpus 
lingüístico variado, en el que distingo las obras de 
registros «bajo», «medio» y «alto».
Palabras clave: griego antiguo; perfecto; perífra-
sis; diacronía; registro.
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i. introduCtion
As Haspelmath 1992 among others has shown, during the history of the 
Greek language the synthetic perfect underwent two major semantic shifts, 
whereby it came to denote an increasingly more salient (past) event1: from 
resultative (stative) to anterior in the Classical period, and from anterior to 
perfective past in the Post-classical period (both shifts being common from 
a cross-linguistic point of view, see Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994)2. This 
increase in (past-) event-orientedness led to the functional merger of the 
synthetic perfect and aorist, as illustrated in (1) (where the two tenses are 
co-ordinated in narration), ultimately resulting in the loss of the former (for 
reasons which are still unclear). 
(1)  καὶ ἦλθεν καὶ εἴληφεν ἐκ τῆς δεξιᾶς τοῦ καθημένου ἐπὶ τοῦ θρόνου (Apoc 
5.7)3
  the Lamb went over and took the scroll from the right hand of the one 
who sat on the throne (CEV)
In the context of this restructuring of the verbal system, many scholars 
have drawn attention to the importance of periphrastic constructions, mainly 
with the verbs «be» (εἰμί) and «have» (ἔχω), replacing the synthetic perfect 
1 The functions of the perfect (as a universal semantic category) can be placed onto a con-
tinuum which ranges from subject-orientedness (or state-orientedness) to event-orientedness 
(as reflected in discourse-use), with a major distinction between a resultative perfect (e.g. 
γέγραπται «it stands written», τέθνηκα «I am dead») and an anterior perfect (e.g. γέγραφα 
ταῦτα «I have written these things», ἀπέκτονα αὐτόν «I have killed him»). The anterior 
perfect can be further divided into four subfunctions, called «perfect of current relevance», 
«experiential perfect», «perfect of persistence» and «perfect of recent past» (Bentein 2012, 
pp. 175-182). 
2 There is no consensus as to when these shifts should be dated, which can be (partly) 
attributed to the fact that we are dealing with a continuous process (especially in the case of 
the second semantic shift), whereby examples with the «old» aspectual function remain in 
use (what is called «persistence»). The first shift is often dated to the Classical period (V-IV 
BC) (but see Ruijgh 2004, p. 32 for an earlier dating), while the second shift to the Early 
Post-classical period (III-I BC) (but see Porter 1989, p. 273 for a much later dating). 
3 The Greek text of the examples is based on the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (http://
stephanus.tlg.uci.edu) and for the papyri on the Duke Databank of Documentary Papyri (http://
www.papyri.info). For the abbreviations of the Post-classical and Early Byzantine texts, I 
refer to Lampe 1976.
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(see e.g. Gerö & von Stechow 2003, p. 283; Dickey 2009, p. 155; Horrocks 
2010, p. 178), together with the synthetic aorist. Up until now, however, there 
have been surprisingly few systematic investigations of a representative sam-
ple of Post-classical and Byzantine texts (the standard works remaining Aerts 
1965 and Moser 1988; but see recently Giannaris 2011a, 2011b, focusing on 
the construction with εἰμί). In this article, I present the findings of a corpus-
based research on periphrastic constructions in Ancient Greek, concentrating 
on so-called Have-perfects, i.e. constructions with ἔχω.
The approach adopted here could be called «socio-historical» (see e.g. 
Romaine 1982; Milroy 1992) in the sense that particular importance is at-
tached to two interrelated issues which have not received due attention in the 
literature. Firstly, I believe we must try to distinguish more sharply than is 
usually done between «innovation» (i.e. the creation of a novel construction) 
and «propagation» (i.e. the process whereby the novel construction becomes 
conventional, i.e. an integrated part of the grammar) (what Croft 2006, pp. 98-
99 calls «first order variation» versus «second order variation»), which can be 
situated at the level of the individual and the community respectively. In gene- 
ral, attention has almost exclusively gone to the propagation of constructions 
(especially within the framework of grammaticalization theory), but it should 
be stressed that (a) every conventionalized construction has started out as an 
innovation; (b) it is worth investigating the factors that determine why one 
construction becomes successful and another does not (what Mufwene 2001 
calls language-internal and language-external «ecological» factors). Secondly, 
many scholars have noted the difficulties accompanying the linguistic study 
of Post-classical and Early Byzantine Greek (see e.g. Browning 1969, p. 13: 
«any formal utterance, and in particular any written sample of language, dif-
fered considerably from “normal” speech»). In an attempt to reconstruct or 
approximate the spoken language, attention has almost exclusively gone to 
«authentic» texts such as the papyri and other low-register documents (see e.g. 
Mirambel 1966, pp. 169-170; Browning 1969, p. 14). While I do not want to 
deny the importance of these documents for our linguistic analysis, I would 
like to advocate a different approach, whereby it is recognized that Ancient 
Greek can only be approached as a text- or corpus-language (Fleischman 
2000), and that we will never be able to investigate the spoken language di-
rectly. As a result, I believe our primary aim should be to describe and analyze 
(and if possible account for) the variation found in different types of written 
text. A similar approach has recently been advocated by Manolessou:
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Since the only thing we possess is written documents, we can never hope to 
investigate spoken language, or the language of the illiterate majority of the 
population. What we can describe eventually is the (historical and geographi-
cal) provenance and register level of all the extant variants, and the factors 
governing their distribution in written language (Manolessou 2008, p. 74).
What is needed, therefore, is a corpus which gives a representative over-
view of the different linguistic levels or registers found in written language, 
or what O’Donnell 2000 has called a «register-balanced corpus» (on register 
from a general linguistic point of view, see e.g. Biber & Conrad 2009)4. For 
the purposes of this article, I will distinguish between three registers, which 
I call «low», «middle», and «high» (following the recent studies of Høgel 
2002 and Markopoulos 2009; for a different proposal, see e.g. Porter 1989, 
pp. 152-153). It should be stressed, however, that these three registers con-
stitute points on a continuum (cf. Biber & Conrad 2009, p. 33: «while register 
differences can be regarded as a continuum of variation, genre differences are 
more concrete»): for example, two authors (or even one and the same) can 
both write in a linguistically high level, but differ in degree of Atticism5. 
The corpus I have compiled consists of texts belonging to three groups, 
that is: (1) non-literary (documentary) papyri, (2) biographical/hagiographi-
cal texts, and (3) historiographical texts, covering the period from the third 
century BC to the eighth century AD (for an overview of the literary sources, 
see the appendix)6. Generalizing, the non-literary papyri can be located to-
4 The interrelationship between register and diachrony has received almost no attention 
whatsoever. The recent study of Markopoulos 2009, however, has convincingly shown the 
relevance and importance of such a register-based approach. Markopoulos concludes his book 
by observing that «the rise in the frequency of use and the establishment of a construction in a 
specific register almost without exception follows the demise of another in the same register, 
so that a situation whereby two or more AVCs [= auxiliary verb (“periphrastic”) constructions, 
KB] are equally frequent in a genre or in all contexts in a period never obtains» (Markopoulos 
2009, p. 226), and posits what he calls a «fifth, sociolinguistic, parameter of grammaticaliza-
tion», which predicts that «the further grammaticalized an AVC becomes, the higher up it rises 
in terms of sociolinguistic (register) acceptability» (Markopoulos 2009, p. 232).
5 Note that even within one text we can have register-variation. As O’Donnell 2000, p. 277 
notes: «on the whole, the New Testament is closest to the non-literary variety, though parts might be 
considered vulgar (e.g. Revelation), while others could be seen as close to literary (e.g. Hebrews)».
6 The only text which is less easily classified under one of these three groups is the 
Septuagint, which I have also included in the investigation (being one of the major linguistic 
sources for the Early Post-classical period). 
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wards the left side of the register-continuum, the biographical/hagiographical 
texts towards the middle, and the historiographical ones towards the right 
side, as shown in figure 1:
Low Middle High
Papyri Biography/ Historiography 
 Hagiography
Figure 1. The register-continuum (Post-classical and Early Byzantine Greek).
In what follows, I discuss each of these groups in greater detail, with 
particular attention to three situational characteristics, namely (a) author, (b) 
addressee, and (c) content/communicative purpose. As we will see, with each 
of the three groups it is necessary to bring some nuance to their proposed 
position on the register-continuum. Figure 1 only provides a necessary star- 
ting point, and can be considered a crude generalization.
1. Non-literary (documentary) papyri.— Contrary to biography/hagiog-
raphy and historiography, the papyri are (mainly) non-narrative groups, which 
(to a large extent) explains why we find them at the left of the continuum. 
Conventionally, the documentary papyri are divided into two main groups 
(and then further sub-divided) on the basis of addressee: «private» (e.g. pri-
vate communications, records of transactions, documents of piety) versus 
«public» (e.g. petitions to officials, tax receipts, pronouncements of the gov-
ernment/administration). While in general most attention has gone to the 
language of the private documents, which are taken to be written by ordinary 
people in an unpretentious language, we must be careful not to overgeneral-
ize. For one thing, private documents with an «official» character were often 
written in a more formal register7. Moreover, even in the case of the private 
letters, the educational level of the author could greatly vary (as Salonius 
1927, p. 3 writes: «sie sind von Hunderten von Personen verfasst, von dem 
7 In this context, Mandilaras 1972, p. 10, discussing the language of the papyri, makes a 
broad distinction between two main types of language, «the official language» (official and 
business documents) and the «popular language» (private letters), observing with regard to 
the former that «this form of the language is in general artificial, characterized by repetitions, 
and built on stereotyped expressions which are always found in the bureaucratic system».
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hochgebildeten griechischen Weltmann an bis zu dem rohen römischen Vet-
eranen und dem ägyptischen Fronarbeiter oder dem Schuljungen»).
2. Historiographical texts.— At the other end of the continuum, we find 
the historiographical texts. Indeed, the differences with regard to the three 
above mentioned situational characteristics could not be greater: the authors 
of these texts were well educated, writing about the glorious political/mili-
tary deeds of the past, directing their work at an educated «international» 
public. Again, however, some nuance is necessary. A distinction which is 
commonly made is that between (more traditional) historiographical works, 
which in the line of Herodotus and Thucydides try to give an impartial treat-
ment of shorter periods of time, and so-called «chronicles», which start with 
the creation of the world and continue to the time of the author, often with 
the purpose of showing the hand of God in historical events. Works of the 
second type (in our case, the chronicles of John Malalas and Theophanes 
Confessor, next to the so-called Paschal Chronicle) were generally written in 
a less elevated language than the (often) classicizing histories. Even with the 
first type of texts, however, there were some authors who wrote in a lower 
register (Polybius being a well-known example, see e.g. Horrocks 2010, 
p. 96). 
3. Biographical/Hagiographical works.— The third group, which I have 
situated towards the middle of the register-continuum, is the most disparate 
with regard to the above-mentioned situational characteristics. In comparison 
with historiography, biographical/hagiographical texts did not aim at recoun- 
ting the glorious events of the past, but rather focused on a single personal-
ity (Cox 1983, p. 12)8. Since most of these texts are written in a much lower 
register than the historiographical ones (see Høgel 2002, p. 25 «an idea of 
simplicity permeated hagiography»), it would seem that they were directed 
at a much broader audience (readers and listeners!), including people from 
the general populace (Høgel 2002, p. 30). Their authors could belong to the 
lower strata of the society, but the picture is diverse (in any case, we must 
take into account that these authors were literate, which was a privilege in 
se): they were written by followers of the saints, monks, deacons, and occa-
sionally even by people with a very high social position, such as the patriarch 
Athanasius (Høgel 2002, p. 29). 
8 See already Plu., Pomp. 8.6. 
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Several remarks are in order. Firstly, the corpus also contains a selection 
of Plutarch’s pagan biographies, which were written in the high register 
(since Plutarch adopted the «chronological» rather than the «topical» mode 
for his biographies —see Cox 1983, p. 56—, his work is much closer to 
historiography anyway). Secondly, as can be seen in the appendix, biography/
hagiography does not constitute a uniform genre: the corpus contains acts, 
apocalypses, gospels, encomia, homilies, miracles, laudations, lives, and pas-
sions. Of these, especially the encomia, homilies and laudations (i.e. subgen-
res concerned with praise) are more rhetorically elaborated (see Høgel 2002, 
p. 22) and hence positioned more towards the right of the register-continuum. 
Thirdly, the genre itself was subject to diachronic changes: when in the fourth 
century Christianity received imperial support, the Cappadocian fathers (who 
were highly educated) did not write «simple language», but adopted the 
«style, form and vocabulary of their own earlier training» (Cameron 1991, 
p. 111), even in hagiography9. As a result, biographical/hagiographical texts 
«ranged over the entire literary spectrum and appealed to readers of all edu-
cational levels» (Cameron 1991, p. 147). 
For the diachronic analysis that is to follow, I have divided the Post-
classical and Byzantine periods (i.e. the period from the 3d c. BC to the 8th 
c. AD) into four sub-periods (following up on a suggestion by Lee 2007, 
p. 113), called «Early Post-classical Greek» (EPG) (3d c. BC – 1st c. BC), 
«Middle Post-classical Greek» (MPG) (1st c. AD – 3d c. AD), «Late Post-
classical Greek» (LPG) (4th c. AD – 6th c. AD) and «Early Byzantine Greek» 
(EBG) (7th c. AD – 8th c. AD). Data from these texts have been collected on 
the basis of two online (lemmatized) databases, the Thesaurus Linguae 
Graecae (TLG)10 (biography/hagiography and historiography) and the Duke 
Databank of Documentary Papyri (DDBDP, version 2010)11 (papyri). While 
these are invaluable resources for large-scale diachronic research, it must not 
be forgotten that they have their limitations. The main disadvantage of the 
TLG is that it does not display the critical apparatus. Recent research, how-
ever, has emphasized the importance of studying these variants for dia-
 9 As Høgel (2002, p. 27) notes, however, high-register hagiographical texts are mostly 
confined to the fourth and seventh/eighth centuries (with authors such as Sophronius, Gregory 
the Presbyter, Ignatius the Deacon, and Stephan the Deacon). 
10 At http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu (University of California). 
11 At http://www.papyri.info (Duke University).
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chronic linguistic research (see e.g. Fleischman 2000; Markopoulos 2009). 
A limitation of the DDBDP (which does display the critical apparatus) is that 
it does not mention the number of words for each text (which, undoubtedly, 
can be attributed to the nature of these documents), as a result of which it 
will not be possible to provide normed rates of occurrence (i.e. number of 
instances per 10000 words, henceforth abbreviated as NRO) when discus- 
sing the papyri12. 
ii. Have-perfeCts in post-CLassiCaL and earLy byzantine greek
1. Ἔχω with active/middle aorist participle (anterior)
With the exception of EBG, examples of ἔχω with an active or middle ao-
rist13 participle (with an anterior function) can be encountered in all of the 
periods under analysis. In illustration, consider (2), from Cassius Dio’ Roman 
Histories: 
(2)  ὃ δὲ δὴ μάλιστα θαυμάσας ἔχω, ψεκὰς ἐν αἰθρίᾳ ἀργυροειδὴς ἐς τὴν τοῦ 
Αὐγούστου ἀγορὰν κατερρύη (D.C. LXXV 4.7)
  but what I have marveled at most was this: a fine rain resembling silver 
descended from a clear sky up the Forum of Augustus (tr. Cary, slightly 
modified)
That such examples still occur in Post-classical Greek may come as a 
surprise: as Aerts (1965, pp. 128-160) has shown, the construction emerged 
as an anterior perfect in the fifth and fourth centuries BC, in close connection 
with the evolution of the synthetic perfect and the periphrastic perfect with 
εἰμί, both of which were (still) predominantly resultative. It seems to have 
been especially favored in poetry (perhaps for metrical reasons, but this needs 
further research), as in (3), from Sophocles’ Antigone. However, with the rise 
of alternative expressions for the anterior function, the construction gradu-
12 To get a rough image of the number of papyri per period studied, we can rely on the 
study of Habermann 1998, according to whom the Early Post-classical papyri represent 20% of 
the total number of papyri, the Middle Post-classical ones almost 50%, the Late Post-classical 
ones 23% and the Early Byzantine ones only 7%. For further discussion, I refer to Dickey 2003.
13 Much less frequently, we find the active/middle perfect participle in this type of con-
struction. See e.g. Zos. I 7.1 (εἶχον ἀπολωλεκότες «they had lost»). 
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ally disappeared (according to Aerts 1965, p.160, this development can be 
situated in the first half of the fourth century BC).
(3)  καὶ νῦν ἀδελφὰ τῶνδε κηρύξας ἔχω / ἀστοῖσι παίδων τῶν ἀπ’ Οἰδίπου 
πέρι (S., Ant. 192-193)
  akin to these is the edict which I have now published to the citizenry 
concerning the sons of Oedipus (tr. Jebb) 
When looking at the distribution of the construction in the literary texts 
from my corpus, shown in Table 1, we can make two observations: 
Table 1. Distribution of ἔχω with active/middle aorist participle14
Period Author Text Total NRO 
I BC Dionysius of Halicarnassus Roman Antiquities 10 0,3
I - II AD Plutarch15 Parallel lives  3 0,2
II - III AD Cassius Dio Roman Histories 10 0,3
IV - V AD Eunapius Historical Fragments  2 1,2
V AD Sozomenus Ecclesiastical History  1 0,1
Firstly, this table indicates that the use of ἔχω with aorist participle was 
pragmatically restricted: it can only be found in historiographical texts of the 
high register15. Similarly to Aerts (1965, p. 160), I believe the driving force 
behind employment of the construction must have been the wish for imitation 
of the examples from Classical Greek (for Classical examples with the verb 
θαυμάζω, as in (2) see.S., OC 1140, Ph. 1362; Pl., Phdr. 257c). Secondly, it 
may be clear that even in these high-register works, the construction never 
occurs with high frequency (NRO being the highest in Eunapius, with 1,2 
14 See the appendix for the specific selection of live.
15 Also observe that there are no occurrences of the construction in Early Byzantine 
high-register texts. This constitutes an interesting parallel with the distribution of the con-
structions of εἰμί with perfect and aorist participle, which are also virtually absent in these 
works (with an NRO of 0,8 and 0,7 respectively). It could be that the high-register texts 
of the EBG period should be situated more to the right on the register scale, and that in 
these texts the synthetic tenses (including the synthetic perfect) are more often used, but 
this needs further research.
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instances per 10000 words). Clearly, we are dealing here with what Croft 
calls «innovation» or «first order variation» (cf. I)16.
It is worth noting that —contrary to what one would expect— I have come 
across three examples of ἔχω with active/middle aorist (perfect) participle in 
the papyri (from the Middle and Late Post-classical periods)17. It is not en-
tirely clear to me what may have motivated the use of the construction in 
these documents: we could be dealing with a «true» innovation (i.e. one 
which is not motivated by the wish for imitation of the Classical examples)18, 
or it may be that the higher register of these texts (especially POxy. XII 1408 
and POxy. XIX 2228, which are official documents) has stimulated the use 
of this type of construction. 
2. Ἔχω with passive perfect participle (resultative [anterior])
Ἔχω with passive19 perfect participle is perhaps the most well-known Have-
perfect construction, because of its equivalents in Latin and the Romance 
languages. Two typical examples would be (4) and (5): 
(4)  οὕτω τις ἦν ποικίλος ἀνὴρ τύχαις ὁμιλῆσαι, καὶ πανουργίᾳ πολλῇ 
μεμειγμένον ἔχων τὸ θυμοειδές (Plu., Mar. 12.3)
  so versatile was he in adapting himself to the turns of fortune, and so great 
craft did he combine with his courage (lit. having his courage combined 
with great craft) (tr. Perrin)
16 Perhaps the term «innovation» is less appropriate here, since the construction can 
already be found in Classical Greek. My point is that the construction never really became 
successful in a broader range of texts (not even in the high register), and was only occasiona- 
lly used by a restricted number of authors. 
17 See POxy. XII 1408, l. 12 (III AD) (ἔχω προστάξας «I have ordered»), POxy. XIX 
2228, l. 40 (III AD) (ἔχεις πεποιηκώς «you have done»), PStras. I 35, l. 5-6 (IV/V AD) (ἔχεις 
πέμψας «you have sent»). 
18 It could be that in PStras. I 35, l. 5-6 we are dealing with an innovative extension of 
the construction discussed in II.4, where ἔχω is combined with a present or aorist participle 
and a temporal adjunct (which in this case would be the uncommon εἰς δύο μῆνας ἡμερῶν 
«for two months» (compare Gen. 41.1, μετὰ δύο ἔτη ἡμερῶν «two years later»). 
19 Much less frequently, we find an active perfect participle in this type of construction. 
See e.g. Callinic. ron., V. Hyp. 26.4 (τὸ σῶμα εἶχεν συνεστηκός «he had the body firm»). In 
the remainder of this article, I will continue to refer to the construction as «ἔχω with passive 
perfect participle».
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(5)  ἐστρέβλωσαν δὲ πολλοὺς τῶν Κυναιθέων, οἷς ἠπίστησαν ἔχειν κεκρυμμένα 
διάφορον ἢ κατασκευάσματ’ ἤ(περ) ἄλλο τι τῶν πλείονος ἀξίων (Plb., 
Hist. IV 18.8)
  they tortured many of the Cynaetheans whom they suspected of having 
concealed money, plate, or other valuables (tr. Schuckburgh, slightly mo-
dified)
In both cases, we are dealing with a resultative perfect construction, indi-
cating a state of the object (τὸ θυμοειδές in [4] and διάφορον ἢ κατασκευάσματ’ 
ἤ(περ) ἄλλο τι τῶν πλείονος ἀξίων in [5]). However, there is an obvious dif-
ference between these two examples in the sense that only in the second case 
is an alternative reading possible, whereby the periphrastic perfect is inter-
preted as an anterior perfect, denoting the current relevance of a past event 
(i.e. hiding valuable things). It must be stressed, however, that as long as 
there is concord between the accusative object and the perfect participle, this 
alternative interpretation can only come about through pragmatic inference 
(on which see e.g. Traugott & Dasher 2002), i.e. in contexts where the subject 
of ἔχω can also be taken as the agent of the event denoted by the participle. 
There is no consensus as to the origins and diachronic evolution of this type 
of construction. Horrocks (2010, p. 132) writes that ἔχω with passive perfect 
participle («in an active transitive sense», i.e. as an anterior pragmatic infer-
ence) «is a very strong candidate for classification as a “Latinism” in the koiné, 
though not one which made much impact at the time, being alien to the ge- 
neral structure of a still prestigious world language». He furthermore adds that: 
this is a wholly unclassical construction, which begins to appear in the more 
polished «literary» registers of the Koine in the Roman period (e.g. in the wri-
tings of the historian Diodorus Siculus or the biographer and essayist Plutarch). 
It is not used by the Atticists, and it does not appear in low-level literary or sub- 
literary texts. Furthermore, with the advent of a more stringent Atticist approach 
in the 2nd century ad, it quickly disappeared even from stylistically middle-brow 
compositions, and eventually reappears in popular varieties of Greek only after 
the «Latin» conquest of much of the Byzantine empire after the capture of Cons-
tantinople by the fourth crusade in 1204 (Horrocks 2010, pp. 131-132).
Horrock’s view faces some serious difficulties. In general, I do not see 
much reason to limit the discussion to ἔχω with passive perfect participle «in 
an active transitive sense»: as I have shown, the anterior function of the con-
struction (coming about through pragmatic inference) is clearly related to the 
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resultative one (which is predominant). Furthermore, the proposed diffusion 
and chronology are incorrect. Our earlier example (4) (from Polybius) indi-
cates that the construction can already be found at an earlier stage, in Early 
Post-classical Greek20. Horrocks considers the construction «wholly unclas-
sical» and «alien to the general structure of a still prestigious world lan-
guage» (cf. also Jannaris 1897, p. 498), but this may be questionable: in-
stances of the construction can already be found in Archaic and Classical 
Greek, as shown in (6) (cf. also Thielmann 1891, pp. 305-306):
(6)   οὕτω μὲν Πεισίστρατος ἔσχε τὸ πρῶτον Ἀθήνας καὶ τὴν τυραννίδα οὔ κω 
κάρτα ἐρριζωμένην ἔχων ἀπέβαλε (Hdt. I 60.1)
  in this way Pisistratus first got Athens and, as he had a sovereignty that 
was not yet firmly rooted, lost it (lit. having the sovereignty not yet firmly 
rooted) (tr. Godley)
It is true that in (Early) Latin a structurally similar construction (with the 
verb habeo «I have») appeared, as illustrated in (7) (I borrow this example 
from Haverling 2009, p. 358). However, the early presence of examples of 
ἔχω with passive perfect participle in EPG (and already in Archaic/Classical 
Greek) precludes any direct influence from Latin on Greek.21
(7)   virtute … et maiorum et tua / multa bona bene parta habemus (Plaut., 
Trin. 346-347)
  thanks to our forebears and yourself, we are well supplied with well-
earned means (tr. Haverling)
20 For similar examples, see e.g. D. H. VIII 19.3 (συντεταγμένην ἔχων τὴν στρατιάν 
«having the army drawn up»), XII 4.4 (ἔχοντα τὸ ξίφος ᾑμαγμένον «having the sword stained 
with blood»), LXX 1Esd. 8.70 (διερρηγμένα ἔχων τὰ ἱμάτια «having the clothes torn»), PSI 
IV 420, l. 21-4 (III BC) (εἶχεν κεκεραμευμένα πλέω ἐμοῦ «she had made earthenware more 
than me»), SB. 8754, l. 31 (49/48 BC) (ἔχοντες κατεσφραγισμέν\α/ τὰ δε[ίγματα] «having 
the (jars with) samples sealed up»).
21 In fact, Bonfante 1960, p. 174, has suggested that the Latin construction of habeo 
with passive perfect participle should be considered a Graecism; «qu’est-ce que l’innovation 
habeo scriptum … sinon la copie du grec ἔχω καταλαβών, ἔχω γεγραμμένον?». Remarkably, 
Bonfante lumps together two constructions (ἔχω with active/middle aorist participle and ἔχω 
with passive perfect participle) which are diachronically unrelated and functionally dissimilar 
(the former functioning as an anterior perfect and the latter as a resultative perfect). The rea-
son for this might be that the construction of ἔχω with passive perfect participle occurs too 
infrequently at an early stage to be of any direct influence on Latin. 
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It seems more likely that Ancient Greek ἔχω with passive perfect partici-
ple and Latin habeo with passive perfect participle constitute independent 
developments22, both originating from the (more common) pattern Have + 
object + predicate (as in Hdt. V 84.1, εἶχον τὰ ἀγάλματα ἐν τῇ χώρῃ «they 
had the images in their country»; compare Pinkster 1987 for Latin). In both 
cases, the construction started out as a resultative perfect, from time to time 
allowing an anterior inference (which in Late Latin —but not in Ancient 
Greek—, through form-function reanalysis (Croft 2000, pp. 117-144), led to 
the formation of a true periphrastic anterior perfect). Of course, it cannot be 
entirely excluded that the existence of a Have-perfect (with passive perfect 
participle, that is) in one language has reinforced the use of a structurally 
similar construction in the other23.
As to the further development of the construction, consider Table 2, figur-
ing the distribution of the construction per period and register (note that NRO 
does not include the papyri /low register). 
This table shows that, as indicated by Horrocks, the construction catches 
on in MPG. However, we see that the construction is well attested in texts of 
the middle register (and to a lesser degree in the low register), and is hardly 
confined to the high-register work of authors such as Plutarch and Diodorus 
Siculus. Furthermore note that the construction continues to be used in LPG 
and EBG, though admittedly with a (small) decrease in frequency24.
22 Cf. similarly Coleman 1975, p. 115. According to Coleman, however, (Post-Classical) 
ἔχω with passive perfect participle should be considered an analogical extension of (Classi-
cal) ἔχω with active aorist participle, stimulated by the high frequency in Post-classical Greek 
of εἰμί with passive perfect participle. Coleman’s hypothesis is unsound: (a) since ἔχω with 
active aorist participle has gone out of use already in Classical Greek (with the exception of 
the high register), I do not see how it could have motivated an analogical extension in Post-
Classical Greek; (b) the two constructions can hardly be considered functionally identical: 
ἔχω with active aorist participle is predominantly used as an anterior perfect, while ἔχω with 
passive perfect participle as a resultative perfect, so that one construction cannot simply have 
replaced the other, as Coleman suggests.
23 For further discussion, see Bentein (forthc.).
24 Contrast with Jannaris (1897, p. 498), according to whom by Byzantine times (i.e. from 
the seventh century onwards) and possibly even earlier (i.e. in LPG), the perfect, pluperfect 
and future perfect were formed (to a large extent) by means of εἰμί and ἔχω, both accompanied 
by a passive perfect participle, εἰμί serving for the passive voice (i.e. as an anterior perfect), 
and ἔχω for the active (i.e. as a resultative perfect).
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Table 2. Distribution of ἔχω with passive perfect participle25
Period Total NRO Low Middle High
EPG 38 0,3 2 (5%) 14 (37%) 22 (58%)
MPG 64 0,7 9 (14%) 22 (34%) 33 (52%)
LPG 69 0,6 6 (9%) 40 (58%) 23 (33%)
EBG 33 0,5 2 (6%) 15 (45%) 16 (49%)
3. Ἔχω with passive aorist or present participle (resultative)
Quite surprisingly, the construction of ἔχω with passive aorist or present 
participle has gone entirely unnoticed in the secondary literature. As an 
illustration, consider example (8), from the second-century Testament of Job, 
where ἔχω is combined with the passive aorist participle of the verb ἀλλοιόω 
‘I change, alter’26: 
(8)  καὶ τότε ἡ Κασία περιεζώσατο καὶ ἔσχεν τὴν καρδίαν ἀλλοιωθεῖσαν ὡς 
μηκέτι ἐνθυμεῖσθαι τὰ κοσμικά (T. Job 49.1)
  then the other daughter, Kassia by name, put on the girdle, and she had 
her heart transformed, so that she no longer wished for worldly things (tr. 
James, slightly modified)
The reason why mention is nowhere made of this construction is that 
during the entire period under investigation it has never transcended the 
(individual) level of innovation (in other words, it has never become con-
25 Some caution is needed when interpreting the percentages given for the different re- 
gisters, since the text samples chosen for each of them do not consist of an equal number of 
words. For the middle and high register, I have therefore also calculated NRO (occurrence 
per 10000 words): (1) EPG: Middle: 0,1; High: 0,7; (2) MPG: Middle: 0,8; High: 0,6; (3) 
LPG: Middle:0,7; High: 0,5; (4) EBG: Middle: 0,3; High: 1,1. This clarifies that in MPG 
the construction is relatively more frequently attested in the middle than in the high register 
(contrary to what the percentages would lead us to expect). 
26 Cf. similarly V. Sym. Styl. Jun. 234.1 (κατασαπεῖσαν ἔχοντα τὴν δεξιὰν χεῖρα «having 
the right hand rotten»), Ath. Al., V. Anton. 48.13-14 (ἔχων τὴν θυγατέρα καθαρισθεῖσαν ἀπὸ 
τοῦ δαίμονος «having his daughter cleansed from the devil»); V. Syncl. 1038-1039 (τὰς ἔνδον 
(sc. χεῖρας) ἔχομεν εὐτρεπισθείσας πρὸς τὸν κατὰ τοῦ ἐχθροῦ πόλεμον «we have the internal 
hands made ready for the war against the enemy»), Thdr. Stud., Laud. Theoph. Conf. 7.11 
(εἶχε (sc. τὰς σάρκας) δαπανηθείσας «he had his body consumed»).
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ventionalized —to a greater or lesser degree—). This innovation has come 
about through an analogical extension of the more common pattern ἔχω + 
object + predicate (compare II.2), or more directly ἔχω + object + passive 
perfect participle (what Croft 2000, pp. 148-156 calls intraference). The 
intralingual identification of the perfect and aorist participle must have been 
stimulated by developments elsewhere in the verbal system, more in par-
ticular the functional merger of the synthetic perfect and aorist referred to in 
the introduction. 
Even more uncommon is the construction of ἔχω with passive present 
participle, of which examples are only attested in LPG and EBG. In his dis-
cussion of periphrasis in John Malalas, Wolf (1912, p. 56) mentions our ex-
ample (9), containing the form εἶχε φυλαττόμενον, which he interprets as «er 
hielt verwahrt, habebat (tenebat) asservatum»27. Again, we are dealing with 
a case of intraference, i.e. the extension of the passive perfect participle (ac-
companying ἔχω) to the present participle. 
(9)   καὶ θαυμάσας ἐπὶ τῷ γεγονότι ὁ Περσεὺς ἐξ ἐκείνου τοῦ πυρὸς εὐθέως 
ἀνῆψε πῦρ, καὶ εἶχε φυλαττόμενον μεθ’ ἑαυτοῦ (Io. Mal., Chron. 38.8)
  amazed by this event, Perseus immediately lit a fire from that fire and he 
kept it with him under protection (lit. guarded) (tr. Jeffreys et al.)
It may be interesting to note that the much more frequently attested re-
sultative periphrastic perfect construction of εἰμί with perfect participle was 
extended in a similar way (i.e. first to εἰμί with passive aorist participle and 
at a later stage εἰμί with passive present participle), as illustrated in (10) 
and (11): 
(10)  καὶ βοήσας φωνῇ μεγάλῃ εἶπεν· ἐλθέτωσαν πρός με οἱ υἱοί μου πάντες, 
ὅπως ὄψομαι αὐτοὺς πρὶν ἢ ἀποθανεῖν με. καὶ συνήχθησαν πάντες· ἦν 
γὰρ οἰκισθεῖσα ἡ γῆ εἰς τρία μέρη (Apoc. ros. 5.2-5)
   he cried with a loud voice and said: «Let all my sons come to me that I 
may see them before I die». And all assembled, for the earth was divided 
into three parts (tr. Charles)
27 Cf. similarly Sophr. H., Mir. Cyr. et Jo. 30.135-136 (ἐχούσης τὸν καρκίνον ἔσω 
κρυπτόμενον «having the cancer hidden within»), 46.14 (ἔσχε τὰ ὄμματα ἀνοιγόμενα «he 
had the eyes opened»), 66.48 (εἶχε συνθαπτόμενον τὸ νόσημα «he had the disease buried 
with him»).
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(11)  μέρος τι τῆς βασιλείας ἔσται ἰσχυρὸν καὶ ἀπ’ αὐτῆς ἔσται συντριβόμενον 
(LXX Dan. 2.42 —Thd. v.—)28
   the kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly broken (KJV)
These resultative perfect constructions too have never become propaga-
ted, and as such have largely gone unnoticed in the secondary literature 
(Mirambel 1966, p. 183, does refer to εἰμί with passive aorist participle).
4.  Ἔχω with active/middle aorist or present participle and a temporal 
adjunct (anterior)
The fourth and final construction which I would like to discuss here is ἔχω 
with active/middle aorist or present participle and a temporal adjunct, used 
with an anterior value. In illustration, consider example (12), where we find 
two examples of the construction in one and the same sentence (with two 
different types of participle): 
(12)  ἰδοὺ γὰρ τρεῖς ἡμέρας ἔχω ὀνείρους βλέπων παραδόξους, καὶ 
τεσσαράκοντα ἔτη μὴ θεασάμενος τὸ φῶς τοῦ ἡλίου (A. Phil. 12.2)
   behold for I have been seeing incredible dreams for three days, and for 
forty years I have not seen the light of the sun (my translation)
In her recent book, Moser (2009, p. 219) compares examples of the kind 
found in (12) (the second instance, that is) with the Classical construction of 
ἔχω with aorist participle (see II.1). This is incorrect in so far as we are deal-
ing here with an entirely novel, Post-classical formation, which realizes a 
specific anterior sub-function and originates from a different source-con-
struction altogether. 
In the literature, the anterior sub-function realized by this construction is 
commonly called that of the «perfect of persistence» (see e.g. Comrie 1976, 
p. 60; Bentein 2012, p. 180). This type of perfect indicates that an event has 
begun in the past and is still ongoing at reference-time, as in «John has been 
coughing since Wednesday». While in Classical Greek this aspectual function 
never belonged to the semantic core-domain of the synthetic/periphrastic 
28 The version by Theodotio is usually dated to the second century AD. Compare with the 
Old Greek version, where a perfect participle is used: μέρος τι τῆς βασιλείας ἔσται ἰσχυρὸν 
καὶ μέρος τι ἔσται συντετριμμένον.
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perfect29, in Post-classical Greek a Have-perfect construction was propagated 
specifically for this purpose. 
As indicated by (12), this construction could be formed either with a pre-
sent or aorist participle. In this example, the most noteworthy difference of 
use between the two types of participle seems to lie in the fact that only the 
latter is accompanied by the negation μή. Further analysis shows that this can 
be considered a structural feature: the negation occurs in 59% (10/17) of the 
examples with the aorist participle30. I would argue that there is a semantic 
difference between examples with versus examples without the negation, 
favoring the use of the present versus the aorist participle: when the negation 
is used, we are dealing with a non-prototypical use of the perfect of persis-
tence, as the event denoted by the participle in fact has not occurred during 
a certain time period including the present (or to be more precise the refe- 
rence point). When the negation is not used, the continuation of the event 
denoted by the participle is stressed. The latter context seems to be much 
better suited to the present rather than the aorist participle31. As such, it is not 
surprising to find the aorist participle used in examples such as (13), which 
denote the persistence of an ongoing state, rather than event:
(13)  ὡς οὖν κατήγαγον αὐτόν, ἔθηκαν αὐτὸν ἐπὶ τὸ ἀλτάριον τὸ μαρμάρινον, 
ὃ εἶχεν ἔμπροσθεν τοῦ στύλου αὐτοῦ τετάρτην ἤδη ἔχων ἡμέραν 
τελευτήσας (Anton. Hag., V. Sym. Styl. 29.21-23)
   so when they brought him, they put him on the marble altar, which found 
itself before his pillar, having been dead for four days (my translation)
Previous scholarship (Tabachowitz 1943, p. 24; Aerts 1965, pp. 162-164; 
Porter 1989, pp. 490-491) has primarily focused on the fact that this con-
29 As noted by Smyth (1984 [1920], pp. 422-424), Ancient Greek could simply use the 
present/imperfect tense to express this sub-function (though not exclusively, contra Haverling 
2009, p. 355), as in πάλαι θαυμάζω «I have been wondering since long».
30 For some additional examples, see e.g. Pall., H. Laus. 17.8 (τρίτην ἡμέραν ἔχει μὴ 
γευσαμένη τινός «she has not tasted anything for three days»), 37.7 (τετάρτην γὰρ ἔχω ἡμέραν 
μὴ φαγών «for I have not eaten for four days«); Jo. Mosch., Prat. 127.37 (πολλὰ ἔτη ἔχει μὴ 
ἐξελθών «he has not gone out for many years»). 
31 Note, however, that this observation cannot be generalized. Consider e.g. Pall., H. Laus. 
38.13 (τρίτον ἔτος ἔχω μὴ ὀχλούμενος ὑπὸ ἐπιθυμίας σαρκικῆς «I have not been tormented by 
carnal desire for three years») and H. Mon. 14.28-29 (καὶ νῦν τρίτην ἔχω ἐν τῇ ἐρήμῳ ἡμέραν 
ἄσιτος διαμείνασα «and now I have been staying in the desert without food for three days»). 
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struction can be «reduced» to ἔχω taking a (temporal) object (rather than an 
accusative of time) and the participle fulfilling an «explicative» function. In 
support of this claim, Aerts (1965, p. 164) mentions examples such as (14) 
and (15), which show that this explicative function could also be fulfilled by 
a temporal subclause or locative adjunct: 
(14)  ἓν ἐξ αὐτῶν ἰδοὺ τέσσαρες μῆνας ἔχει ἐξ ὅτε ἀπέθανεν (POxy. XVI 
1862, l. 17-8 [VII AD])
   behold, one of them (the horses) died four months ago (lit. it has four 
months since it died) (my translation)
(15)  ἦν δέ τις ἄνθρωπος ἐκεῖ τριάκοντα καὶ ὀκτὼ ἔτη ἔχων ἐν τῇ ἀσθενείᾳ 
αὐτοῦ (Eu. Io. 5.5)
   one man was there who had been ill for thirty-eight years (NRS)
Aerts (1965) and Porter (1989) both conclude that the construction in 
examples such as (12) cannot be considered «truly» periphrastic. From a 
diachronic point of view, however, this is of lesser importance: that the com-
ponent parts of a construction are (syntactically/functionally) still compara-
tively «free» is typical for the early stages of grammaticalization (see 
Lehmann 1995 [1982] for the grammaticalization processes of rigidification 
and idiomaticization). What is most important is that we are dealing here with 
an innovative construction, which is not to be considered related to the ear-
lier mentioned ἔχω with aorist participle (used in imitation of the Classical 
examples —see II.1—). This particular construction has come about through 
the mechanism of form-function reanalysis (Croft 2000, pp. 117-441), i.e. 
through the structural ambiguity inherent in the construction of ἔχω accom-
panied by an accusative expressing time, next to a participle. Contrary to 
Aerts and others, I believe this ambiguity is also present in examples such as 
(15). As Liddell & Scott (1968, pp. 749-750) indicate (see also Aerts 1965, 
p. 165), already in Classical times, ἔχω is well attested with prepositional/
locative expressions (without a temporal object), where the verb is more or 
less equivalent to εἰμί ‘I am, find myself’ (e.g. Hdt. VI 39.2, ἔχω κατ’ οἴκους 
«I am in the house») so that it is not necessary to interpret ἐν τῇ ἀσθενείᾳ 
αὐτοῦ as an «explicative» element. 
As for the diachronic development of the construction, consider the data 
represented in Table 3 (note again that NRO does not include the papyri /low 
register). 
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Table 3. Distribution of ἔχω with active/middle aorist or present participle 
(anterior)
Period Total NRO Low Middle High
MPG  3 0,04 0  3 (100%) 0
LPG 29 0,30 2 (7%) 27 (93%) 0
EBG 15 0,20 0 15 (100%) 0
These data show that the construction first occurred in MPG (both with 
the present and aorist participle), at which stage it can still be considered an 
innovative construction32. In the following two periods, LPG and EBG, the 
construction «catches on», as indicated by an increase in frequency. Quite 
strikingly, the construction maintains a middle-register profile throughout 
these periods, though for LPG I have found two examples from the papyri, 
one of which is printed under (16): 
(16)  καὶ παρεγενάμην καὶ εἰς Πινῦριν ἵνα πάθωμεν ἐκεῖ ἀπόκρισιν καὶ 
σφραγίσ̣ω̣μεν, καὶ αὐτὸς κατ̣έμ̣ε̣ν̣ον παρὰ τῷ μείζο(νι) καὶ ἔχω δύο 
ἡμέρας ἀν̣ερχό̣[μ]ενος πρὸς αὐτούς, καὶ οὐκ ἔπαθον παρ᾽ αὐτῶν 
ἀπόκρισιν (POxy. XVI 1855, l. 8-10 [VI/VII AD])
I went also to Pinuris in order that I might get a response there and might 
affix the seal, and I remained myself with the headman and have been 
two days travelling up to them, and got no response from them (tr. Gren-
fell et al.)
iii. ConCLuding remarks
Scholars discussing the restructuring of the verbal system in Post-classical 
and Early Byzantine Greek generally stress the importance of periphrastic 
constructions with εἰμί and ἔχω replacing the synthetic perfect. In this ar-
ticle, I have shown that there are four main types of Have-perfect, whose 
development and use I have discussed in detail on the basis of an extensive 
32 See A. Thom. A. 43.19-20 (πέντε ἔτη ἔχω ὑπ’ αὐτοῦ ἐνοχλουμένη «I have been tor-
mented by him for five years»), 150.9 (ἕβδομον ἤδη ἐνιαυτὸν ἔχω γαμήσας «I have been 
married for seven years») and T. Iob. 28.8 (ἔχει γὰρ εἴκοσι ἔτη μὴ ἀνελθὼν ἐν τῇ πόλει «for 
he has not entered the city for twenty years»). 
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«register-balanced» corpus of texts. It may be clear that none of these four 
constructions had a major role to play in the period under analysis: the two 
anterior perfect constructions, ἔχω with active/middle aorist participle (II.1) 
and ἔχω with active/middle aorist or present participle and a temporal adjunct 
(II.4), were confined to the high and middle register respectively (with regard 
to the latter construction, we must also take into account that it was limited to 
an anterior sub-function which is contextually less often required). As for the 
two resultative constructions discussed here, ἔχω with passive perfect parti-
ciple (II.2) and ἔχω with passive aorist or present participle (II.3), the former 
construction did occur with some frequency (especially in MPG, arguably 
stimulated by the development of a similar construction in Latin), but never 
really took off. As noted above, the latter construction never transcended the 
(individual) level of innovation. 
We should look upon these findings in close connection with the develop-
ment of the synthetic tenses and other periphrastic constructions, especially 
those with the verb εἰμί (compare Nettle’s notion of «ecological linkage» 
[Nettle 1999, p. 9]). In essence, the story of perfect periphrases in Post-clas-
sical and Early Byzantine Greek is that of ‘be’, not of ‘have’. The functional 
specialization of εἰμί with (passive) perfect participle towards the resultative 
function (as in εἰσι πεπληρωμένα «they are filled») and εἰμί with (active) 
aorist participle towards the anterior function (as in ἦν λαβών «he had taken») 
left only very little room for the development of constructions with ἔχω for 
either of the two main perfect functions (arguably with the exception of the 
«perfect of persistence» subfunction).33 With the breakdown of the participial 
system (affecting the active participle in particular), however, this situation 
again shifted quite dramatically in Middle and Late Byzantine Greek, as can 
still be seen by the presence of ἔχω periphrases (with the old aorist infinitive) 
in present-day Greek (on which, see e.g. Aerts 1965, pp. 168-183). 
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Metzger & A. Wikgren. 1968. The Greek 
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Abraham. Cambridge: CUP.
The Jewish war Flavius Josephus I AD
B. Niese. 1895. Flavii Iosephi opera, 
vol. 6. Berlin: Weidmann.
Parallel lives35 Plutarch I/II AD
K. Ziegler. 1964-71. Plutarchi vitae 
parallelae, 2nd edn. Leipzig: Teubner. / 
B. Perrin. 1914-26. Plutarch’s lives. 
Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard University 
Press. 
Acts of Andrew II AD J.-M. Prieur. 1989. Acta Andreae. Turnhout: Brepols.
35 For Plutarch, I have concentrated on the lives of Agis and Cleomenes, Alexander, An-
tony, Caesar, Camillus, Cato the younger, Dion, Lucullus, Marius and Pompey
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Acts of Paul II AD C. Schmidt & W. Schubart. 1936. Acta Pauli. Glückstadt: Augustin.
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C. Tischendorf. 1866. Apocalypses 
apocryphae. Leipzig: Mendelssohn.
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Brussels: Société des Bollandistes.
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S.P. Brock. 1967. Testamentum Jobi. 
Leiden: Brill.
Acts of Justin II/III AD
H. Musurillo. 1972. The acts of the 
Christian martyrs. Oxford: Clarendon 
Press.
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H. Musurillo. 1961. Acta 
Alexandrinorum. Leipzig: Teubner.
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Weidmann. 
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M. Bonnet. 1903. Acta apostolorum 
apocrypha, vol. 2.2. Leipzig: 
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J.-P. Migne. 1857-1866. Patrologiae 
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20. Paris: Migne.
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G. Bardy. 1952-8. Eusèbe de Césarée. 
Histoire ecclésiastique. Paris: Éditions 
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K.G. Phrantzoles. 1998. Ὁσίου Ἐφραίμ 
τοῦ Σύρου ἔργα, vol. 7. Thessalonica: To 
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G.J.M. Bartelink. 1974. Palladio. La 
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G.J.M. Bartelink. 2004. Athanase 
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Éditions du Cerf.
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Constantine Eusebius IV AD
F. Winkelmann. 1975. Eusebius Werke, 
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H. Musurillo. 1972. The acts of the 
Christian martyrs. Oxford: Clarendon 
Press.




J.-P. Migne. 1857-1866. Patrologiae 
cursus completus (series Graeca) (MPG) 
31. Paris: Migne.
36 I have taken into account the version based on the Xenophont. 32 and that based on 
the Vatic. gr. 824.
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87.3. Paris: Migne.
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